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Abstract 
We show that in an MV-algebra Z, for each of the listed properties and its fuzzy an- 
alogue: implicative, prime, essential, weakly essential, and maximal, the following are 
equivalent: (i) the fuzzy ideal v has the fuzzy property, (ii) the level ideal Z,. has the prop- 
erty, (iii) the fuzzy ideal Zz, has the fuzzy property. It is shown that if a non-constant 
fuzzy ideal v of Z is fuzzy weakly essential nd fuzzy prime, then it is either fuzzy essen- 
tial or fuzzy weakly self-reflexive. This means that if a proper ideal I of Z is prime and 
satisfies I ~ C B(Z), then either 11 = {0} or I ±z = I. We establish a precise one-to-one 
correspondence b tween the set of fuzzy closed ideals of a quasi-commutative BCI-alge- 
bra and its set of fuzzy congruences, giving also a one-to-one correspondence b tween 
its set of closed ideals and its congruences. © 1998 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction 
In this paper, X, Y,Z will always denote a BCI, BCK and MV-algebra, res- 
pectively. Also 2 will always denote a fuzzy closed ideal of X while/~ and v will 
always denote a fuzzy ideal of Y and Z, respectively. 
In [13,14,17,18] we obtained various results on fuzzy ideals of BCI, BCK 
and MV-algebras. In this paper, we systematize some of these results. Also 
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we "fuzzify" some of  the results in [20]. In [28], Mural i  introduced the concept 
of  fuzzy equivalence relations. We adopt  his concept and consider fuzzy con- 
gruence relations on our algebras. We then establish results for these algebras 
that are analogous to the results for more tradit ional  algebras. Final ly,  we con- 
sider the question of  whether or not anything new about these algebras can be 
obtained by "fuzzifying". 
We assume knowledge of  BCI, BCK and MV-algebras and refer the reader 
to [1,4,5,11,15,19,24 27] for full details. We shall generally adopt  the notat ion 
and terminology of  [11,13,14,17,18]. By the nature of  these algebras, anything 
we prove for BCI-algebras will be true of  BCK-algebras,  and results for BCK-  
algebras will be true for MV-algebras.  
We briefly review the concepts of  these algebras that we need and also the 
basic concepts of  fuzzy logic required. A BCI-a lgebra is a non-empty set X with 
a constant 0 and a binary operat ion • satisfying the fol lowing axioms: 
(1) { (x ,y )  * (x ,  z)} • ( z ,y )  = 0, 
(2) {x • (x • y) } • y = 0, 
(3) x *x = 0, 
(4) x*y  = 0 and y*x  = 0 imply that x =y ,  
(5) x * 0 = 0 implies that x = 0. 
We can define a part ial  order ing ~< on X by putt ing x ~<y if and only if 
x *y  = 0. Further,  if every element x of  X satisfies x >~ 0, then X is a BCK-al -  
gebra. I f  a BCK-a lgebra  satisfies the axiom x * (x * y) = y * (y * x), then it is 
called commutat ive.  In this case x * (x * y) is the greatest lower bound x A y 
of  x and y. I f  a commutat ive BCK-a lgebra Y has a largest element 1 (and this 
can also occur even if Y is not commutat ive),  then the least upper bound x v y 
o fx  and y is given by xVy  = 1 * {(1 *x) A (1 *y)}.  A bounded commutat ive 
BCK-a lgebra  is then a distr ibutive lattice. Observe that if a BCI-a lgebra is 
commutat ive,  then it is automatical ly  BCK. Similarly, if it is bounded,  then 
it is also automat ica l ly  BCK. We shall regard an MV-a lgebra as a bounded 
commutat ive BCK-algebra.  The usual MV-a lgebra operat ions are given by 
= 1 • x ,  xy  = x • ~ and x + y = (~ ~)- .  We refer the reader to the references 
listed above for full details, in part icular  to [11,26]. 
An ideal of  a BCI-a lgebra X is a subset I containing 0 and with the property 
that i fx  *y  E I and y E I, then x E I. It is shown in [11], Theorem 2.1, that in 
the case of  an MV-algebra,  the ideals defined in the tradit ional  way are precise- 
ly such ideals. An ideal I is implicative if whenever (x * y) * z E I and y • z E I,  
then x * z E I. A proper  ideal I is maximal  if whenever I c J with J being a 
proper  ideal, then I = J .  I f  Y is a commutat ive BCK-algebra,  then a proper  
ideal I of  Y is pr ime if whenever x A y E I then either x E I or y E I. An ideal 
I of  a BCI-a lgebra X is closed if whenever x E I then 0 * x E I. Given a non- 
empty subset A of  X, we denote the ideal of  X generated by A by (A). This is 
the set of  all xEX such that ( . . . ( (x*a l ) *a2)* . . . ) *an=O for some 
al~Cl2~ . . . ~a n CA.  
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A congruence relation C on X is an equivalence relation on X such that if 
(x,y) and (a, b) E C, then (x • a ,y*  b) c C. In case X is quasi-commutative, 
we shall establish a one-to-one correspondence between the closed ideals of 
X and the congruences of X, analogous to the one in the case of more tradition- 
al algebras. 
In general, in Y we always have (x * y) * z ~< (x * z) * (y • z) for all x, y, z. We 
say that Y is positive implicative if we actually have (x • y) • z = (x • z) • (y • z). 
It follows by [25], Theorem 8, that this identity holds if and only if we also have 
the identity (x * y) * y -- x * y. In X, we can define by induction polynomials 
Qm.,,(x,y) of two variables x,y, for all integers m >~ 0, n ~> 0 by Qo.o(x,y) = 
x*  (x ,y ) ,  Q,,,q.,,(x,y) = Q,,,n(x,y) * (x ,y ) ,  and O . . . . .  i(x,y) = Qm,n (x,y) • (y, 
x). Then we say that X is quasi -commutat ive of type ( i , j ;m,n) if Qij(x,y) = 
Qm,, (y, x) for all x, y (see [8,10] for some results and other references to this top- 
ic). We shall say that X is quasi-commutat ive if it is quasi-commutat ive of some 
type (i,j; m, n). Observe that this is a generalization of commutat iv i ty since co- 
mmutat iv i ty is just quasi-commutativ ity of type (0, 0; 0,0). However,  while 
commutat ive BCI-algebras are always BCK, there are quasi-commutat ive 
BCI-algebras that are not BCK. It is shown in [25], Proposit ion 5, that if Y 
is positive implicative, then it satisfies the identity {x* (y ,x )}  * (x ,y )= 
{y* (y*x)}* (x ,y ) .  Since {x* (y*x)}* (x*y)  ={x*(x*y)}* (y*x) ,  this 
means that positive implicative BCK-algebras are quasi-commutat ive of type 
(0, 1;0, l). 
We now review some fuzzy logic concepts, referring the reader to 
[13,14,17,18,30] for more details. We denote the unit interval by [0, 1], and 
write a A b and a V b for the min imum and maximum, respectively, of  two real 
numbers a and b. A fuzzy subset of X is a function ~ :X ~ [0, 1]. It is a fuzzy 
ideal if ~(0) >~ ~(x) and c~(x) I> :~(x * y) A ~(y) for all x,y in X. It is fuzzy closed 
if ~(0*x)  >/:~(x) for all x in X. For each t C [0, 1], let :~t - {x E X l~(x) >1 t}. 
Then it is shown in [30], Theorem 3, that :~ is a fuzzy ideal of  X if and only 
if each c~t is either empty or is an ideal of  X. These are the level ideals of :~. Thus 
given a fuzzy ideal 2 of X, we have, corresponding to t = 2(0), an ideal of  X 
denoted byX;~ = {x E X I )~(x) = 2(0)}. By a fuzzy ideal o fa  BCK or MV-alge- 
bra, we mean a fuzzy ideal of  the underlying BCI-algebra. It is easily seen that 
if 2 is a fuzzy ideal of  X and x <~y in X, then )~(x) ~> 2(y) (see [13], Proposit ion 
2.1(i)). 
l fE  is a subset of  X, we denote the characteristic function of E by Xe- This is, 
of  course, a function XE : X ---+ [0, 1]. I f / i s  an ideal of  X, it is easily checked that 
L is a fuzzy ideal of  X and Xy, = I. I f  )o satisfies 2(0) = 1, then we have 7~,. ~< )-- 
Recall that )~ is fuzzy impiicative if 2(x • z) >~ .~((x * y) • z) A 2(y * z) ~'~r all 
x, y, z in X. It is shown in [30], Theorem 5, that 2 is fuzzy implicative if and only 
if each )~t is either empty or an implicative ideal of  X. Thus if 2 is fuzzy impli- 
cative, then X~. is an implicative ideal of  X. Observe that if I is an implicative 
ideal of  X, then X, is a fuzzy implicative ideal of  X. 
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I f  Y is commutative, then l~ is fuzzy prime if it is non-constant and 
tt(x AT) = t4x) V ~t(y) for all x,y in Y. It is shown in [13], Theorem 2.4, that 
if Y is commutative and # is non-constant, then IL is a fuzzy prime ideal if 
and only if each/~, is either empty or is a prime ideal of  Y if it is proper. Thus 
if Y is commutative and/~ is fuzzy prime, then Y, is a prime ideal of  Y. It is eas- 
ily checked for such an algebra that an ideal I is prime if and only ifz~ is a fuzzy 
prime ideal (see [13], Theorem 2.5). 
2. Fuzzy ideals on MV-algebras 
In this section we consider whether or not new information can be obtained 
about MV-algebras by "fuzzifying". In particular, we consider the properties 
of  ideals being implicative, prime, essential, weakly essential and maximal, 
and their fuzzy analogues. 
We first recall that in Z we always have (x * y) A (y * x) = 0 for all x,y E Z 
(see [11], p. 566, Property (6)). In [14], Theorem 2.15, we showed that v is fuzzy 
implicative if and only if Z,. is implicative. 
Theorem 1. v is fuzzy prime it'and only if Zv is prime. 
Proof. Suppose v is fuzzy prime. Then v :/ constant and hence Z,. is proper. 
Suppose that xAy  E Z,.. Then v(x) V v(y) - v(xAy) = v(0), that is, either 
v(x) = v(0) or v(y) - v(O). Thus either x E Z,. or y E Z,.. Conversely, suppose 
that Z,. is prime. Then Z,, is proper and hence v is non-constant. Since 
xAy<~x,y, we have v(x) Vv(y)<~v(xAy). Also v(x)>~v(x , (x ,y) )A  
v(x * y) = v(x A y) A v(x • y). But x * y ~< x and hence v(x) ~< v(x • y), that is, 
v(x) ~> v(x AT) A v(x,y)  >~ v(x). This means that v(x) = v(xAy) A v (x ,y ) .  
Similarly, v(y) = v(xAy)  A v(y,x) .  Hence v(x) V v(y) = v(xAy) A (v (x ,y )  
Vv(y ,x) ) .  But (x ,y )  A (y ,x )  = 0 E Z,. Hence either x ,y  E Z,. or y*x  c Z,., 
that is, v(x ,y )= v(0) or v (y ,x ) :  v(0). This means that v(x) Vv(y) 
: v (x  A y) A ~(o) = v(x  A s). 
Recall that a closed ideal I of  X is an essential closed ideal if for every non- 
zero closed ideal J of  X, we have I n J  ¢ {0}. In case I is an ideal of  Z, we can 
re-state this in a more convenient fashion. Recall that irA is a non-empty sub- 
set of  Z, then A= = {z E Z I zAa  = 0 for all a E A}. This is an ideal of  Z (see 
[18], Theorem 2.2), and A C~A ± -- ~ or A AA ± -- {0} i f0  C A. Then an ideal 1 
of  Z is essential if and only i f /± = {0}. We say that 2 is a fuzzy essential closed 
ideal of  X if for all fuzzy closed ideals ~, of  X such that X~ :~ {0}, we have 
X~ NX; ¢ {0}. Then it is shown in [14], Lemma 3.2, that 2 is a fuzzy essential 
closed ideal if and only if X~. is an essential closed ideal of  X. 
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We say that )o is normalized if 2(0) = 1. The normalization of a fuzzy ideal ~. 
of  X is 7 given by 5(x) -- ~(x) + 1 - 7(0). This is a normalized fuzzy ideal of  X 
and X~ = X~. We define a partial ordering on the set of  fuzzy ideals of  X by 
~< tq if x(x) ~</~(x) for all x E X. Then of course we always have ~ ~< ~. Let 
~(X)  denote the set of  all normalized fuzzy ideals ~ of  X such that 0 E image 
of ~. We say that 2 is a fuzzy maximal ideal of  X if it is non-constant and ~, is a 
maximal element of  (.¢=(X), ~< ). It is shown in [17], Theorem 3.9, that every 
fuzzy maximal ideal of  X is normalized and takes on only the values {0, 1 }. 
Further, i f2  is fuzzy maximal, then 2 ;q (see [17], Theorem 3.10). Observe 
that if ~ E ,~-(X), then X~ is a proper ideal~ Also ~ = ~. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that v E F(Z). Then v i~ fuzzy  maximal if  and only if  Z,, is' a 
maximal ideal. 
Proof. I f  v is fuzzy maximal, then Z,. is a maximal ideal by [17], Theorem 3.11. 
Conversely, suppose that Z,. is a maximal ideal of  Z. Then by [17], Theorem 
3.24, v = Zz, • Suppose that v ~< c~ E .~(Z). Then Z,. C Z~. Since Z~ is proper, we 
have that Z~ - Z,. is a maximal ideal of  Z. Hence v = Za - Zz~ = c~. This means 
that V - v is a maximal element of  J (Z ) .  
Let B(Z) denote the Boolean subalgebra of  Z consisting of  all the idempo- 
tent elements, and let Bl (Z) -- B(Z) - {1}. Recall that a non-zero ideal 1 of  
Z is weakly essential if for all ideals J of  Z such that J N {Z - B~(Z)} ¢ (3, 
we have 1 N J ¢ {0}. We say that v is a fuzzy weakly essential ideal of  Z if 
for all fuzzy ideals ~ of Z such that Z~N{Z-B I (Z)}  ¢(3, we have 
Z, O Z~ ¢; {0}. It is easily checked that a (fuzzy) essential ideal of  Z is (fuzzy) 
weakly essential. We showed in [14], Theorem 3.15, that if I is a proper ideal 
of  Z, then IN{Z B~(Z)}=(3 if and only if IN  In fZ={0}.  Here 
In fZ  = {zAY. for all z E Z} = {z E Z iz 2 - 0}. We showed in [21], Theorem 
3.5, that I ¢ {0} is a weakly essential ideal of  Z if and only if 1 ± C B(Z). 
Theorem 3. Suppose that v 7~ constant. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) v is'fuzz)' weakly essential. 
(2) Z,. is' weakly essential. 
(3~ z? c B(z). 
Proof. (1) ~ (2): Suppose that v is fuzzy weakly essential, and let J be an 
ideal of  Z such that J  N {Z - BI(Z)} ~ (3. Let ~ = Zj. Then ~ is a fuzzy ideal of  
Z, and since Z~-Zz  ' = J ,  we have Z~N{Z- -B I (Z)}  ~(3. Hence Z,.N 
J=z ,  nz~# {o}. 
(2) ~ (3): This follow from [21], Theorem 3.5. 
(3) ~ (1): Suppose that Z~ c B(Z). Let ~ be a fuzzy ideal such that 
Z~N{Z-B~(Z)}¢(3 .  Then by [14], Theorem 3.15, Z~ln fZ¢;{0} .  I f  
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Z,. ~ Z~ = {0}, then Z~ C Z, ~, C B(Z). This means that there exists z E B(Z)• 
I n fZ  with z # 0. But B(Z)C] I n fZ  = {0}, a contradiction. Hence Z,. N Z~ 
# {0}. 
Thus the properties of Z,. of  being implicative, prime, essential, weakly essen- 
tial or maximal are completely reflected in the corresponding fuzzy properties 
of v. Similarly, we can compare v with the fuzzy ideal Zz,. Recall that if v is fuz- 
zy maximal,  then v -  Zz, ([17], Theorem 3.10). 
Theorem 4. Let 1 be a proper ideal of  Z. Then we have the following: 
1. I is" implicative if and only if Z, is fuzzy implicative. In fact, this' is true i l l  is" 
a proper ideal of  X. 
2. I is" prime if and only if Z~ is" J'uz O, prime. 
3. I is essential (['and only if z ~ is Jhzo'  essential. 
4. I is' maximal if and only if L is jhzzy maximal. 
5. I is" weakly essential if  and only if Z~ is Juzzy weakly essential. 
Proof. (1) This is Lemma 2.7 (3) of [14]. 
(2) This is Theorem 2.5 of [13]. 
(3) I f / i s  essential, then Z, is fuzzy essential by [14], Lemma 3.2(2). Converse- 
ly, suppose that Z, is fuzzy essential. Then I = Zz, is essential by [14], Lemma 
3.2(l). 
(4) Suppose that I is maximal. Observe that Z, E .~-(Z). Suppose that 
Z, ~< ~ E .YT(Z). Then I = G, c Z~. Since Z~ is proper, we have I = Z~ and hence 
7~ = Zz~ = ~. Thus Z~ is fuzzy maximal. Conversely, suppose that Z, is fuzzy 
maximal.  Let d be a proper ideal such that I c J .  Then Z, ~< ;(, E J (Z ) .  Hence 
7, =Z~ and/  Zy , -ZT j  = J .  
(5) Since I = Zx~ and Z, ¢ constant, the result follows from Theorem 3. 
Thus, once again, there is no difference between the listed fuzzy properties of 
v and Zz,. There is then the question if whether "fuzzifying" achieves anything. 
In some cases, it makes it easier to prove or discover results. In [13], we proved 
that 2 is always fuzzy weakly implicative, that is, it satisfies 2((x * z) * z) ~> 
2( (x ,y )  , z )  AX(y ,z )  for all x,y ,z  EX .  This implies that every ideal I of  X 
is weakly implicative, that is, if (x*y )*zc I  and y*zE1 ,  then (x ,z ) *  
z E 1. The fuzzy result follows immediately from the definition of fuzzy ideals. 
Subsequent o this, we re-derived the corresponding result for ideals of X by 
"reverse-engineering", as for example, we did in [15], Theorem 2.3, for Z. 
We conclude this section with some further fuzzy properties of Z. We define 
v±: Z--~ [0, 1] by v ± : Z,z,,~. Then v ± ~ ,~(Z) and takes on only the values 
{0, 1}. It is easily checked that Z,.= - (Z)  ± and Z,.,. = (Z,.~) ± (Z,) ±±. Finally 
observe that v ±± Z,z : ,' = Zz, , = Z,z,,_, • - 
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Definition 1. (i) An ideal I of  Z is self-reflexive if I ±± = I. 
(ii) v is fuzzy self-reflexive if v ±± - v. 
(iii) v is fuzzy weakly self-reflexive if Z,±l - Z,., that is, if Z,. is self-reflexive. 
Theorem 5. Suppose that v ¢ constant. I f  v is fuzzy weakly essential and fuzzy 
prime, then v is either fuzzy essential or fuzzy weakly self-reflexive. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, Z~, is prime. Suppose that v is not fuzzy essential. Then by 
[14], Lemma 3.2, Z,, is not essential and hence Z{ ¢ {0}. It then follows by [20], 
Theorem 2.3, that Z~ is linearly ordered. Since Z~ c B(Z) by Theorem 3, it 
follows that Z~ = {0, e} for some e E B(Z) with e ¢ 0 by [11], Lemma 5.1. 
Hence Z,, ~=(e)  and Z~ ± = (e) ±= (~). Let zEZ, . .  Then z /~e=0,  that is, 
ze=O.  Hence z ~< ~, showing that Z,,C (~)= (e) ±. On the other hand, 
e /~ = 0 E Z,. = a prime ideal. Since e ~ Z,. because e ¢ 0, we have f E Z,.. 
Thus (5) C Z,., that is, we have Z, . - - (~) = (e) I .  This means that 
Z,. = Z,. ~± = Z .... , proving that v is fuzzy weakly self-reflexive. 
Corollary 1. Suppose that 1 is' a proper ideal of  Z. I f  I is" weakly essential and 
prime, then either I is essential or self-reflexive. 
Proof. Take v = Z, and apply Theorem 5 and the above correspondences 
between the properties of  Z,, and the fuzzy properties of v. 
Remark 1. Compare  this result with Theorem 3.14 of [20] where we showed 
that if Z has no idempotent atoms, then any ideal that is weakly essential and 
prime is essential. 
3. Fuzzy congruences 
Following [28], we make the following definition. 
Definition 2. A fuzzy equivalence relation on X is a fuzzy subset ~p of X x X 
satisfying 
1. qo(x,x)= sup{q0(y,z) for all y,z  E X} (reflexive). 
2. ~o(x,y) = ~o(y,x) (symmetric). 
3. q)(x,y) >~ qo(x,z)/~ o(z,y) for all z E X (transitive). 
Obviously q)(x,x) - ~o(y,y) for all x,y E X.  Also, of  course, q~(x,y) >~ sup 
{qo(x,z)/~ qo(z,y) for all z E X} ~> cp(x,y) A q)(y,y) = ~p(x,y), that is, 
~o(x,y) = sup {q)(x, z) A (p(z,y) for all z ¢ X}. Given fuzzy equivalences q), ~9 
on X, we write cp ~< ~9 if ~o(x,y) <~ ip(x,y) for all x,y E X. 
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Definition 3. A fuzzy equivalence relation cD on X is a fuzzy congruence relation 
on X if for all x,y, w,z ~ X,  we have ~o(x , y, w , z) >~ (p(x, w) A ~o(y,z). 
Remark 2. This means that if (p is a fuzzy congruence relation on X, then 
~p(x * y, O) >~ ~p(x, z) A ~o~v, z) for all x,y, z c X since we can take z * z for 0. In 
particular, taking y- -z ,  we have ~o(x*y:O)>~(p(x,y)A~oO,,y), that is, 
~p(x • y, O) >~ q)(x,y) for all x,y E X. 
If C is a congruence relation on X, then it is easily checked that Zc is a fuzzy 
congruence relation on X. More generally, if E C X x X is an equivalence re- 
lation on X, then Z,~ is a fuzzy equivalence relation on X. Of course one would 
like to see other fuzzy congruence relations on X besides the characteristic 
functions. 
Theorem 6. Let co be a .j'ilzz), equivalence relation on X.  Then (p is a .fuzzy 
congruence relation if and only if qo(x • a,y * a) >~ (D(x,y) and o(b * x, b * y) 
>~ ~o(x,y) jbr all x, y ,a ,b  ~ X. 
Proof. I f  c/) is a fuzzy congruence relation, then (p (x ,a ,y*a)>~ o(x,y) 
A~o(a, a) = ~p(x,y), and similarly q)(b , x, b * y) >>- (p(x,y). Conversely, suppose 
that (o(x ,a ,y ,a )  >~ q)(x,y) and (o(b* x ,b*  y) >1 ~o(x,y) for all x,y,a,  b EX .  
Then for all x,y,w,  zEX we have ~p(x*y,w*z)  >~ q) (x*y ,x ,z )  
Aq)(x * z, w • z) ~> (D(x,x) A q) (y,z) A q)(x, w) A ,p(z,z) = q0(x, w) A (D(y,z). 
Theorem 7. 9~(2) : X x X ---+ [0, 1] given b)' c~'(,;o) (x, y) = 2(x * y) A 20' * x) is" a 
ji lzzy congruence relation on X. 
Proof. We first show that it is a fuzzy equivalence relation on X. We have 
~¢(;.)(x,y) = 2(0) = sup{~'().)O,,z) for all y,z  ~ X} since 2(0) ~> 2(y) for all 
y~X.  Also Z'(2)(x,y)=r¢(2)(y,x) .  Since 2 is a fuzzy ideal, we have 
2(x ,y )  >~ 2{(x ,y ) ,  ( z ,y )}  A 2 (z ,y )  ~> ) . (x ,z )  A)~(z ,y)  since (x ,y ) ,  
(z • y) ~< x • z. Similarly 2(y * x) >~ 2(y * z) A 2(z * x). Hence c6'(2)(x,y) >~ 2(x • z) 
A2(z • ),) A ~.(}, • z) A/~(z * x) = (~'(/.)(x, z) A ~'(;~)(z,},) for all z c X. Thus (d(),) is 
a fuzzy equivalence relation on X. We now check d(2) (x*a ,y*a)  and 
r5()~)(a*x,a* y). We have rg'().)(x ,a ,y ,a )= ;t((x *a) , (y*a) )  A) . ( (y*a)*  
(x ,a ) )  >~2(x*y) A20 ,*x  )=rg(2) (x ,y ) .  Similarly r~'(2)(a*x,a*y) >~c6'()~) 
(x,y). Thus by Theorem 6, rg:(2) is a fuzzy congruence on X. 
Theorem 8. Let (p be a jiczzy congruence relation on X.  Then ,Y(~p) :X --* [0, 1] 
defined by ,J(tp)(x) = q)(x, O) is" a jitzzy closed ideal on X. 
Proof. We have , f (q) ) (0)= (p(0,0)~> q~(x, 0 )= J(q))(x) for all x EX.  Also 
.s(~o)(x) = ,p(x,O) /> ~0(x,x ,y )  A ,p(x ,>.,o) >1 ~o(x,x) A ,p(o,y) A ~o(x , y,O) 
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~p(y, 0) A ~p(x * y, 0) = ,J(~p)(x * y) A J(~p)(y). Finally, .Y(cp)(0 * x) = ~p(0 * x, 
0) >~ q~(0,0)A ~o(x,0)= ~p(x, 0) ----.Y(~p)(x). Thus .Y(~p) is a fuzzy closed ideal 
on X. 
Theorem 9. ~(c6(2)) = 2. 
Proof..J(~(2))(x) = ~(2)(x, O) = )o(x * O) A 2(0 * x) = 2(x). 
Theorem 10. I f  ~o is" aJuzzy congruence on X,  then ~(J(q~)) >~ q~. 
Proof. 
= J@)(x  • y) A • x) 
= 0)A  
>>. A 
by the remarks after Definition 3. Thus ~(J (qo))  ~> qo. 
Theorem 11. / f (p  is a fuzzy congruence on X,  then (p(x, Qm.,(x,y)) >~ (p(x . y, O) 
Aqo(y * x, 0) ~> ~p(x,y) for all x ,y  E X and integers m, n >~ O. 
Proof. We observe that q)(x, Qo.o(x,y) ) = q)(x,x • (x . y) ) >~ ~p (x,x) A ~o(0,x .y )  
= ~o(x • y, O) >~ ~o(x •y, O) A (p(y • x, O) >~ ~p(x,y). Suppose that ~o(x, Qm,o(x,y)) 
~> ~p(x • y, 0) A qo(y * x, 0) >~ (p(x,y) for some integer m ~> 0. Then ~p(x, Qm+l,o 
(x,y)) = cp (x, Qm,o(x,y) , (x , y)) >~ (p(x, Qm,o(x,y)) A q~(0,x*y) ~> q~(x*y~0)A 
(p(y*x,O) >~q~(x,y). Thus, we have shown by induction on m that q~(x, 
Qm,o(x,y)) >~ ~p(x,y,O) A (p(y*x, 0) ~> ~p(x,y) for all integers m ~> 0. Fix an 
integer m~>0 and suppose that q~(x, Qm,,(x,y))>1 ~p(x*y,O)A (pO'*x,O) 
>~ q~(x,y) for some integer n/> 0. Then ~p(x, Qm.,+l (x,y)) = q~(x, Qm,,(x,y), 
(y • x)) > ~o(x, Om.,(x,y))A ~o(O,y • x) >~ cp(x • y, 0) A q~(y * x, 0) ~> q~(x,y). This 
proves the result. 
Theorem 12. I f  X is quasi-commutative, then jor each Juzzy congruence (p on X, 
we have ~(,~(~p)) = ~p. 
Proof. We have seen that ~(J (~p))  ~> q). Suppose that X is quasi-commutat ive 
of  type (m, n; i, j). Then ~p(x,y) ~> ~p(x, Qm,n(X,y)) A (p (Om.n(x,y),y) (p(x, O ..... 
(x,y)) A qo (Qi.j(y, x),y) >~ ~o(x * y, 0) A (p(y * x, 0) = J ( tp)(x  * y)A ,Y(q))(y * x) 
~, (,Y(~p))(x,y). This proves that ~(~(qo)) = ~o. 
Because of Theorems 9 and 12, we have the following result. 
Theorem 13. I f  X is a quasi-commutative BCI-algebra, then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of  fuzzy closed ideals' of  X and the set q/'Juzzy 
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congruence relations on X given by %': {Fuzzy closed ideals o f  X}---+ 
{Fuzzy congruences on X}  with inverse given by I : {Fuzzy congruences 
on X} ~ {Fuzzy closed ideals q f  X}.  
Remarks 3. (1) I f  Y is commutative, then it is, of  course, quasi-commutative, 
and hence the one-to-one correspondence of Theorem 3.10 of [17] applies. 
(2) If Y is positive implicative, then it is shown in [25], Proposition 5, that it 
is quasi-commutative of  type (0, 1; 0, 1). 
(3) Of  course, every MV-algebra Z is commutative and hence quasi-commu- 
tative. 
Theorem 14. [f  (p is a Jhzzy congruence on Z, then we have qo(x V y, 0 )= 
(p(x +y ,  0) - qo(x,O) A qo(y,O) and ~o(nx, O) - (p(x,O) for all x ,y c Z and all 
positive integers n. 
Proof. -J(q~) is a fuzzy ideal on Z and hence the result follows from Theorem 
3.3 and Corol lary 3.4 of  [13]. 
The corresponding theory for closed ideals and congruences on X is as fol- 
lows. I f I  is a closed ideal of  X, we define cg(I) = {(x,y) EX×X [x*y,y*  
x~I} .  
Theorem 15. ~'(1) is a congruence relation on X. 
Proof. Clearly (x,x) E ~(1). If  (x,y) E ~( I )  then (y,x) c q,'¢(I). Suppose that 
(x,y) and 0,,z) E q~:(1). Then x * y ,y*  x ,y*  z,z * y c I. Since (x , z ) *  (x,y)<~ 
v*zE I  and (z ,x ) , ( z*y )~<y*xE I ,  it follows that x*zE I  and z*xE l ,  
that is, (x, z) E c6(I). Thus c6~(I) is an equivalence relation on X. Now suppose 
that (x,y) EC6"(I) and (w,z) cC6(I). Since (x*w)* (y*w)<~x,yE I  and 
{(x*w)* (y*z )}*{(x*w)* (y*w)}<~(y*w)* (y*z )<~z*wCI ,  it follows 
that (x * w) * (y * z) E l .  Similarly we have (3 ' *z )* (Y*W)~<w*zc I  and 
{(y*z )* (x*w)}*{(y*z ) , (y*w)}<~(y*w) , (x*w)<~y,xE I .  Hence 
(y * z) * (x * w) c I. This means that (x * w,y * z) c ~:(I), proving that c6(I) is 
a congruence relation on X. 
Now suppose that C is a congruence relation on X. We define J (C )  = 
{x c x I (x, 0) c c}. 
Theorem 16. J (C )  is" a closed ideal of  X. 
Proof. Clearly OEJ (C) .  Now suppose that x*y ,y~. J (C) ,  that is, 
(x ,y ,  0) E C and (y, 0) E C. Since (x,x) E C. we also have (x*y ,x*  0) ~ C, 
that is, (x ,  y,x) E C. Hence (x, O) E C. This means that x C J (C )  and proves 
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that J (C )  is an ideal of  X. Suppose that x E ~¢(C). Then (x, 0) E C. Since 
(0, 0) E C, we have (0 * x, 0 * 0) ¢ C, that is, (0 • x, 0) E C. Thus 0 • x E J (C ) ,  
proving that J (C )  is a closed ideal of  X. 
Theorem 17. I f  I is a closed ideal o f  X, then j(cg.(i)) = I. 
Proof. xE J (~(1) )  ~ (x,O) ECg'(I) ~=~ x ,O*xE l  ~ xE I .  
Theorem 18. I f  C is a congruence relation on X, then C C cg~(J(C)). 
Proof. Suppose that (x ,y )EC.  Then (x .y ,  0 )EC and (y .x ,  0 )EC.  This 
means that x * y ,y  * x E ,~¢(C), and hence (x,y) E ~(, J (C)) .  
Theorem 19. Suppose that C is a congruence relation on X. I f  (x * y, O) E C and 
(y* x,O) E C, then for all integers i >10,j >~ O, we have (Qi.j(x,y),x) E C. 
Proof. Since Qo,o(x,y) = x * (x *y),  and we have (x *y, 0) E C and (x,x) E C, it 
follows that (Qo,o(x,y),x) E C. Suppose that for some integer i ~> 0, we have 
(Qi,o (x, y), x) E C. Then, since Qitl,0 (x, y) = Qi,o (x, y) * (x * y) and (x * y, 0) c C, 
we have (Qi+l.o(x,y),Qi,o(x,y)) E c and hence (Qi+l,o(x,y),x) E C. Thus 
(Qi,o(x,y),x) E C for all integers i >~ 0. Now fix an integer i, and suppose that 
(Qi,/(x,y),x) E C for some integer j~> 0. Then since Qi, j+l(x,y)= Qi,j(x,y) 
• (y .x )  and (y*x ,O)EC,  we have (Qi j+l(x,y) ,Qi , j (x ,y))E C, and hence 
(Qi,j+l(x,y),x) E C. This proves the theorem. 
Theorem 20. Suppose that X is quasi-commutative. Then for each congruence 
relation C on X, we have c~(J(C))  = C. 
Proof. We need only show that ~( J (C) )  c C. Suppose that (x,y) E ~( J (C) ) .  
Then x .y ,y*x  E ~¢(C) and hence (x .y ,O)E  C and (y*x ,O)E  C. Suppose 
that X is quasi -commutat ive of type (i,j; m, n). Then we have (Qi,j(x,y),x) E C 
and (Qm.~(y,x),y) E C. Since Oi.j(x,y) = Qm.~(y,x), we have (x,y) E C. 
As a result of  Theorems 17 and 20 we have the following result. 
Theorem 21. Suppose that X is quasi-commutative. Then there is a one-to-one 
correspondence between the set of  closed ideals in X and the set of  congruences on 
X given by c6: {closed ideals o f  X}  ~ {congruences on X}  with inverse given 
by ~¢ : {congruences on X)  ~ {closed ideals o f  X}.  
Theorem 22. Suppose that I is a closed ideal o f  X and C is a congruence on X. 
Then 
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1. 'e (z , )  - z,,, , ,  
2. J (z .)  - z.,~,, 
3../f ig'(z,)) =-/ (z , .  ) - z,,:,,, - z,, 
4. (6(,/(Z.)) = (6(Z,,() = Z. : . . ,  ~> Z~- 
ff'./urther, Y L~" quasi-commutative, then ~(,/(Zc)) Z<.. 
Proof. Eqs. (3) and (4) follow from Eqs. (1) and (2) and Theorem 21. For Eq. 
(1), we have 
:g (Z,)(x,y) = Z/(x *y)  A Z :0 ' *x )  
1 if x*y ,y*xE l ,  
0 otherwise, 
1 i f  (x,y) c :~:(I), 
o i f  (x,y)¢%(/), 
= z , ,  (x ,y ) .  
For Eq. (2), we have 
. :(z~)(x) = z((~,o) 
={1 if (x ,0 )~c .  
0 if (x,0) ¢C ,  
['1 if xc , / (C) ,  
0 if x ¢,Y(C), 
- Z , :~ ,  (x). 
Thus i f  we consider the subsets {characteristic functions of closed ideals 
of X} C {fuzzy closed ideals of  X}, {characteristic functions of  congruences 
on X} C {fuzzy congruences on X}, and apply Theorem 13 in caseX is quasi- 
commutative, we have the following result. 
Theorem 18. Suppose that X L~ quasi-commutative. Then the one-to-one 
correspondence %~: {fuzzy closed ideals o f  X}  --* {.fuzzy congruences on X}  
and its inverse . / :  {Jhzzv congruences on X}  ---* {.fuzzy closed ideals o f  X}  re- 
strict to the subsets to give a one-to-one correspondence ~ : {characteristic 
functions o f  closed ideals o f  X}  ~ {characteristic.functions o J" congruences 
on X}with inverse . / :  {characterL;tic Jhnctions o f  congruences on X}  -~ 
{characteristic ./'unctions of  closed ideals o f  X}.  
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